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think, James decided to enter the Yhala Realm. 

‘Even if the Daemonium Sect is really up to something, I have the Ancestral 
Blood Master’s phantom with me. The phantom can easily take on the deputy 
sect leader of the Daemonium Sect, Zeloneth. It is my trump card for ensuring 
my safety.’ James thought. 

James focused his gaze on the door. Then, he headed into the realm along 
with the other cultivators. 

As soon as he stepped into the realm, James noticed that his surroundings 
had changed completely. He and the other cultivators had arrived at a plain. 
Instead of the quiet and vast Endlos Void, James could see a picturesque, 
green landscape and mountains around him. 

James tried to examine the new environment using his senses. To his 
surprise, James detected the presence of a Heavenly Path. 

‘This place doesn’t feel like a man-made, artificial world. Normally, a realm 
created by any cultivator may contain Paths within them. However, Heavenly 
Paths do not exist in such places. They only exist in the natural world. 

‘As far as I am aware, no being has ever been able to create a Heavenly Path. 
Although some peerless powerhouses could destroy the Heavenly Paths of 
low-ranking universes, 

none of them were able to create them,’ mused James. 

‘This place was probably just another regular universe a long, long time ago. 
Before Yhala Samaris passed, she probably cast a seal over the entire 
universe to claim her final resting place,” James muttered to himself. 

Shortly afterward, all of the cultivators entered the Yhala Realm. Then, 
everyone noticed that the door began to blur and eventually disappeared 
altogether. 

Upon seeing that, James dispersed his Zen and scoured the entire universe 
as he tried to look for a way to leave the realm. Unfortunately, he realized that 



the world had been sealed off completely from the outside by a powerful 
formation. 

As James’ Zen came into contact with the formation, he felt as if a blade was 
driven into his soul. James’ eyes bulged with shock as he was overwhelmed 
with the intense pain. He immediately withdrew his Zen. 

James was visibly pale as he drew a long breath. ‘That formation is extremely 
strong.” 

The other cultivators had also noticed that they could not find any way out of 
the realm. However, most of them kept their composure. Since a huge 
number of them had entered the Yhala Realm, surely some of them could 
figure out how to leave the place. 

After a while, James felt slightly better as the pain subsided. However, he 
could not shake off the sense of foreboding that gripped him. 

‘The Daemonium Sect must know something more about this place. They 
must’ve spread the news about the Yhala Realm on purpose to attract all 
these cultivators here.’ James concluded inwardly. 

James used his Zen to observe the realm this time. 

‘It looks like we’re on a planet. This realm was once a universe. However, the 
creator had somehow fused all of the planets in this universe into one gigantic 
planet.’ James thought. 

Then, James tried to detect Waleria’s aura. As soon as he had pinpointed her 
location, James teleported and reappeared before her. 

It was her first time entering the Yhala Realm, so Waleria was slowly and 
carefully checking the surroundings. 

Suddenly, a stranger materialized a few steps away from her, and Waleria 
was surprised by the occurence. She could not detect any spatial shifts when 
the man appeared near her. 

“Who are you?” Waleria asked warily 

“It’s me. James.” 

Waleria’s expression softened the instant she heard that familiar voice. 



“So, it was you. You gave me quite a shock!” 
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appearance. Then, he turned his gaze toward Waleria. “I keep getting this 
uneasy feeling. 

What exactly is hidden inside the Yhala Realm?” 

Waleria shrugged. “How would I know? Yhala Samaris died way before I was 
born. Everything that I know about this place was either told to me by my sect 
leader or things I’ve read in ancient records.” 

“What should we do now?” James asked, “The only way for us to leave 
disappeared just a while ago. You opened the Yhala Realm. Do you know 
how to leave this place?” 

Waleria shook her head. “I don’t. I only know the method of unlocking this 
place. I have no idea what’s inside here. I didn’t even know that the entrance 
would disappear so soon.” 

James knitted his brows. 

Waleria tried to cheer him up. “Don’t worry. I’m sure we’ll find a way out 
sooner or later. Not only do we have so many cultivators in the Yhala Realm, 
but the members of the Daemonium Sect are also here too. Even if we don’t 
know how to leave the realm, one of them might come up with a solution. We 
should focus on finding Yhala’s body as soon as possible.” 

Waleria’s sole purpose of entering the Yhala Realm was to retrieve Yhala 
Samaris’ body. Before leaving the Theos Sect, 

her sect leader had stressed over and over again that Waleria must return 
with Yhala’s body. She would not have chosen to enter this realm for any 
other reason. 

James turned his eyes to the horizon. “I’ve scanned and examined this world 
with my Zen. There are at least a hundred thousand places in this realm that 
can’t be reached and investigated with Zen. Yhala’s body might be hidden in 
one of those spots.” 



“Mhm.” 

Waleria nodded in agreement. She had also encountered the same issues 
earlier while using her Zen. Moreover, Waleria had no idea where the body 
was, so she would have to search every possible location one by one. 

“Let’s explore this realm.” 

James continued, “This world has been sealed off for a long time. However, I 
can sense the abundant energies of heaven and earth in this realm. 
Empyrean Herbs grow very well under such conditions. I’ll be able to collect a 
bunch of them here!” 

James’ eyes shone with greed. 

Even though he had already gotten rid of the seal in his body, he had also 
come to realize how weak he was as compared to the cultivators of the 
Endlos’ Nine Districts. 

‘Empyrean herbs are the best items for boosting cultivation. I can increase my 
cultivation rank and powers by using the herbs found here.’ James thought. 

“Haha!” Waleria let out a chuckle. “All you care about are the herbs! Once we 
got out of the Yhala Realm, you should 

come to the Theos Sect with me. Our sect is the strongest organization in all 
of Theos District, and we even rule over several nearby universes. We have 
an endless supply of Empyrean Herbs, so you can have as many as you 
want!” 

“We’ll talk about that after we leave this place. For now, I’ll focus on collecting 
the herbs I can find here.” James grinned happily. 

Soon, the two of them began their journey in search of Yhala’s body and the 
Empyrean Herbs. 

On a spiritual mountain inside the Yhala Realm, the people and buildings 
found within the area remained completely undetectable as the entire 
mountain was protected by several layers of powerful formations. Those 
formations could effectively ward off anyone’s Zen. 



In the main hall, a crowd had gathered before a lady, who appeared to be 
their leader. 

“Ms. Qreeola.” An elderly cultivator got down on one knee. ” The seal left 
behind by the Grand Sect Leader was lifted. Quite a number of cultivators 
have entered the realm.” 

The lady slowly nodded. “Mhm. I sensed it too. It seems the Grand Sect 
Leader’s plans will be completed soon. Send a message to our members who 
are lying low in the outside world.” 

The lady, who had given the orders, was Yhala Samaris’ disciple and the 
current sect leader of the Yhala Sect. Her name was Qreeola Sayon. 

Upon receiving Qreeola’s orders, her men left the main hall to leave 
messages that only Yhala Sect members could decipher around the Yhala 
Realm. 

At the same time, a huge, dark palace was moving through the air at a high 
speed. Yvan was staring into the distance from within. 

“Sir Yvan.” 

Zeloneth bowed before the man. “Might I ask why are we bringing all of our 
Daemonium Sect members into the Yhala Realm?” 
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Daemonium Sect vied for his position. However, only Zeloneth knew about the 
reality of his situation. All along, Yvan did not see him any different from the 
other followers. 

‘I don’t even know what Yvan is planning to do in the Yhala Realm…’ Zeloneth 
fretted. 

“You shouldn’t be asking for information you’re not entitled to.” Yvan cast his 
gaze in Zeloneth’s direction. Then, he waved his hand dismissively. ‘You can 
leave now.” 

“Understood.” 



Zeloneth kept his head lowered as he turned to face the door. As he lifted his 
gaze again, his expression had hardened. A vicious, menacing light glinted in 
Zeloneth’s eyes. 

After Zeloneth had left the hall, Yvan morphed into thick, black smoke and 
traveled out of the main hall. 

Soon afterward, the smoke could be seen moving toward a mountainous area 
that was heavily shrouded in white mist. Yvan reformed his body in front of the 
mist. Beyond it, numerous formations had been cast over the mountainous 
area to protect it. 

Yvan slowly walked up to the barrier of the formation. Along the way, he could 
see some unique inscriptions floating within the mist. When he reached the 
barrier, Yvan lifted his hand and conjured several inscriptions. 

Those inscriptions fused with the formation almost instantaneously. A few 
seconds later, a crack was formed in the barrier. 

Yvan entered the area encapsulated by the formation through the crack. 
Inside the formation, he was greeted with the view of a majestic, beautiful 
mountain. 

Just then, several elderly cultivators materialized a few steps away from Yvan. 
One of them asked, “Are you a member of the Yhala Sect?” 

Yvan nodded. 

“Follow me.” The man who spoke earlier led Yvan toward the main hall built 
on the mountain. 

An attractive lady with an icy expression sat alone inside the main hall. As 
soon as she spotted Yvan coming in through the door, the lady stood up and 
rushed toward him immediately. 

‘Yvan!” 

A soft smile hung on Qreeola’s face as she ran toward Yvan. Her eyes shone 
with longing and affection. 

Qreeola threw her arms around Yvan and held him tightly. Her voice shook a 
little as she muttered, ‘You’re finally here.” 



The elderly cultivator, who showed Yvan to the main hall, tactfully left the 
place to give the pair some privacy. 

A brief moment later, Qreeola pulled away from Yvan slightly and gazed at the 
man’s face. 

‘Yvan, you should take over as the sect leader of the Yhala Sect since you’ve 
returned.” 

Yvan replied flatly, “What are you talking about? The Yhala Sect belongs to 
our master. It has been, and always will be hers.” 

Qreeola knitted her brows. She said in a raised voice, “Yvan, our master is 
dead. Yhala Samaris no longer exist in this world. From this point, you’ll be 
appointed as the Yhala Sect’s sect leader!” 

“Master has prepared a plan as a countermeasure.” Yvan continued, “The 
purpose of my return is to execute Master’s plans.” 

Qreeola took a deep breath. Then, she said in a sarcastic tone, ‘Yvan, Master 
is dead. Even her soul has been destroyed. Only her body remains now! You 
couldn’t possibly believe you could resurrect her by using that mythical, 
forbidden technique?! Even if it did work, why would you even want to 
resurrect that woman? Do you want to go back to living your life as her lowly, 
docile servant again?!” 

There was a loud sound as Yvan slapped Qreeola hard across the face. 

Qreeola gently placed her palm against her reddened cheek. “I’m saying all 
this for your sake, Yvan!” 

“I don’t need it.” 

A cold light flashed across his eyes. Suddenly, Yvan raised his arm and struck 
the lady on the top of her head with his palm. 

In an instant, blood flowed out of the open wound on Qreeola’s scalp. 
Numerous cracks spread from the top of her head to other parts of her body. 
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away. 

“Why did you do that, Yvan?” Qreeola stared at the man in utter disbelief. 

“Anyone who betrays master must die,” Yvan said in a monotonous voice. 

In just a matter of seconds, Qreeola could feel herself losing consciousness 
and her vision grew dark. She could not even discern the expression on 
Yvan’s face at that point. 

All of a sudden, her body shattered into pieces. Her soul was crushed along 
with it. 

In a hidden spot located on the other side of the spiritual mountain, a lady, 
who seemed to be meditating, sat on the ground with her legs crossed. 
Suddenly, the lady opened her eyes and coughed up mouthfuls of blood. She 
fell onto the ground as she had lost a great amount of power. 

The lady was the real Qreeola. The person Yvan had just killed in the hall was 
merely her clone. 

‘I never thought the man I cared about the most would do something like that 
to me. I can’t remain here any longer. If Yvan finds out that I’m not dead, he’ll 
surely come after me.’ Qreeola thought. 

Qreeola got up from the floor and straightened herself. Then, she teleported 
and vanished from the spot. 

On the other hand, Yvan had not realized that the real Qreeola had escaped 
from the Yhala Sect’s base. Instead, he took over her position in the sect as 
the temporary commander. 

The cultivators who had just entered the Yhala Realm were completely 
oblivious to these incidents. Not long after the door to the realm had 
disappeared, those cultivators began to explore the realm either in groups or 
by themselves. They were excited to see what kind of treasures or items they 
could find in the Yhala Realm. 

Both James and Waleria were unaware that Yhala Samaris had founded the 
Yhala Sect and that the sect was hidden in that realm. Furthermore, they had 
no idea that Yvan was actually one of Yhala’s disciples. 



The two of them arrived outside a spiritual mountain that was protected by a 
formation. Curiously enough, the formation was rather worn-out and 
incomplete. However, it contained a mysterious, potent energy that was 
strong enough to kill cultivators of the Caelum Acme Rank. 

“Do you know any way of breaking this formation?” James asked. 

Waleria stared at the structure for a while. She shook her head. “This 
formation is very unique and complex. I’ll need some time to come up with a 
solution. If I were in my peak condition, I could definitely destroy this formation 
with just one hit.” 

James flashed her a mischievous smile. “Well then, let’s see 

what I can do about this.” 

The man walked closer to the barrier of the formation. Then, James lifted his 
hand and conjured inscription sigils of the earliest, most primitive form. Those 
sigils fused with the formation almost instantaneously. 

A brief moment later, a crack formed on the surface of the barrier. When the 
crack had fully formed, James entered the formation through the opening right 
away. 

“He’s got a few tricks up his sleeve,” Waleria mumbled under her breath. 
Then, she followed James and entered the formation too. 

Inside the formation, the environment and landscape looked completely 
different from the tranquil scenery found outside the formation. James could 
see mountains reduced to rubble and run-down, desolate cities. The various 
traces of destruction scattered across the area suggested that a huge -scale 
battle might have occurred within that formation a very longtime ago. 

“Huh?” As James scanned the ground around him for Empyrean Herbs, he 
detected a trace of a familiar aura. 

“What’s the matter?” Waleria stopped and gazed at him. 

James furrowed his brows. He had detected traces of several signature skills 
including the Primal Mantra, the Nine Voices of Chaos, and the Blithe 
Omniscience by the residual aura left in the area. 



He pondered, ‘What does this mean? Did cultivators from the Chaos District 
participate in battle right here? 

‘…Or perhaps did Yhala Samaris project this world into the Chaos District? 
Then, were cultivators from the Endlos’ Nine Districts also projected into this 
realm to battle the cultivators from the Chaos District?’ 
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asked, “Waleria, a large-scale battle broke out in the past when numerous 
cultivators sensed the presence of the Chaos District. Do you happen to have 
any information regarding the incident?” 

Waleria pondered for a bit. “Actually, our cultivators detected the presence of 
the Chaos District twice in the past. A fierce battle took place the first time the 
Chaos District was detected. However, the second battle wasn’t as intense 
when the same thing happened again.” 

“What happened during the first battle?” 

James knew that the battle between people here and those from the Chaos 
District had happened twice so far. 

‘The second battle most likely happened during the rise of the Space Race, 
eventually leading to their downfall as well. 

‘The second Sky Burial happened at a relatively smaller scale since the 
number of unrivaled powerhouses that existed during that period was much 
lower.’ James thought. 

Waleria shook her head. “I don’t know much about the first battle as well. 
Anyway, why are you asking about it?” 

James explained, “Well, we’re inside the realm created by Yhala Samaris. 
She was coincidentally killed by cultivators from the Chaos District. I just want 
to gather more information to help us understand this place better.” 

Waleria shared everything she knew about the first battle with James. 

“If you’re interested in the details, you can follow me back to the Theos Sect 
after this. My sect leader joined the battle back then.” 



“He’s a Chaos Rank powerhouse?” James looked at Waleria curiously. 

“Mhm.” Waleria nodded. 

James tapped on his jaw. 

‘That can’t be right. There weren’t any cultivators in the Chaos Rank in the 
Chaos District. Theoretically speaking, if a Chaos Rank powerhouse was 
projected into the Chaos District, our cultivators wouldn’t stand a chance 
against that person’s projected form. 

‘Did something else that none of us are aware of happen during the first Sky 
Burial? 

‘Perhaps even though superior cultivators like Yardos and the Chaos Master 
hadn’t achieved the Chaos Rank, they might actually have powers and 
abilities that were capable of defeating cultivators of that rank? 

‘That’s still not quite right. After Yardos reached the Endlos, he challenged the 
leader of the Welkin District to a battle but was defeated in the end.’ James 
considered multiple possibilities inwardly. 

“What are you thinking about?” Waleria tugged at James’ sleeve. 

James snapped back to his senses. “Oh, it’s nothing. A massive battle 
probably took place in this area. I don’t see anything valuable here. We should 
head to another place.” 

“Alright,” Waleria agreed. 

The two of them turned around and headed back to where they came from. 

Boom! 

James and Waleria could feel the ground quake at that very moment. 

In the distance, a big, dark hole had formed on the ground. The hole extended 
deep into the earth with seemingly no end. 

A few seconds later, an immense energy radiated from that hole. The energy 
was so strong that it even shattered the formation cast over that area. All of 
the beings in the Yhala Realm felt the pulse of the energy almost 
instantaneously. 



Just then, a colorful beam of light emanated from that strange hole, and an 
object shot up into the air from the ground. 

When the object stopped and levitated in mid-air, the beings nearby noticed 
that it was a magnificently crafted sword. The sword gave off an overwhelming 
aura. 

“Wow!” 

“What a terrifying weapon!” 

‘That’s quite an impressive aura.” 

‘There really are treasures in the Yhala Realm!” 

‘That sword is mine!” 

Countless cultivators flew toward the sword as each of them wanted the 
sword for themselves. In a flash, the space around that mysterious sword 
turned into a battleground as everyone tried to eliminate their competitor. 

 


